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Abstract 

Data from the African language Nizaa can shed light on two central issues 
in the typology of compounding: the position of the compound head, and 
the classification of compounds. The Nizaa data prompt a revision of two 

of the findings of the Morbo/Comp project. Firstly, the claim that there is 
a canonical position for the head in each compound type in a given 
language requires a definition of ‘compound type’ that includes the 
semantic relation as well as the input and output categories. Secondly, an 
understanding of semantic relations based on Cognitive Grammar 
suggests a principled way of distinguishing between “subordinate” and 
“attributive” compounds. 
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“Given the fact that so many languages in Africa and elsewhere in the 

world are so poorly studied, there is obviously still a lot to be learned 

about the typology of languages,” writes Gerrit Dimmendaal (2011:298). 

This paper shows how one lesser-studied African language, Nizaa, can 

shed light on two central issues in the typological study of compounding: 

the position of the compound head and the classification of compounds. 

The Cameroonian language Nizaa (ISO 639 code ‘sgi’) is unusual in 

that it has both left-headed and right-headed nominal compounds in 

approximately equal measure. Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest 
that this state of affairs can be attributed to language contact or diachronic 

word order changes, as is the case with other languages that exhibit this 

feature. An investigation into the semantics of the two compound types in 

Nizaa prompts us to revise and refine two of the major achievements of 

the Morbo/Comp project conducted at the University of Bologna (Guevara 

et al. 2006), namely, the “Canonical Head Position hypothesis” (Scalise 
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and Fábregas 2010) and the basic tripartite classification of compounds 

that represents the current state of the art (Bisetto and Scalise 2005; 2009). 

The paper is structured as follows: section 1 provides a brief intro-

duction to Nizaa and the background to the present study; sections 2 and 3 

introduce the two typological issues with which we will be primarily 

concerned: head position and classification; section 4 presents statistical 

and semantic analyses of nominal compounds in Nizaa and their rather 

startling results; section 5 discusses the significance of these findings and 

suggests an explanation in terms of the reference point ability; and finally, 

section 6 suggests refinements to some of the cross-linguistic generaliza-

tions proposed by the Morbo/Comp project1. 

1. Nominal compounds in Nizaa 

Nizaa2 is a Niger-Congo language spoken by approximately 10,000 people 

in the district of Galim in the Adamawa province of Cameroon. Its status, 

according to Ethnologue, is “vigorous”, indicating that the language is 

used for “face-to-face communication by all generations” and that the 

situation is sustainable. Most speakers know at least some Fulani, the main 

lingua franca, and may speak some Hausa and/or French, the official 
language in this part of Cameroon (Endresen 1999). 

The literature on Nizaa is sparse. Its phonology is well-covered, both 

in its synchronic (Endresen 1992) and diachronic aspects (Endresen 1990), 

and Kjelsvik (2002) provides an in-depth description of the syntactic 

phenomenon of verb chains, along with a 13-page sketch grammar. While 

clearly Niger-Congo, its precise genetic affiliation is uncertain. According 

to Blench (1993) it belongs with other “Mambiloid” languages to the 

Northern Bantoid group, which is distinct from the Southern Bantoid 

group to which all the Bantu languages belong. A historical account of its 

classification is given by Endresen (1990), who concludes that “there are 

to date no convincing phonological criteria for distinguishing Nizaa from 
the Bantu languages.” 

                                                        
1 I am indebted to Janne Bonde Johannessen and participants in a PhD dissertation 
seminar at the University of Oslo for excellent comments on an earlier draft of this 

paper. Any remaining errors or infelicities are my own. 
2 Like many African languages, Nizaa is known under several different names. In 
Ethnologue (Lewis, Simons and Fennig 2015) it is listed as Suga. However, 
according to Endresen (1990; 1992) the most appropriate appellation is Nizaa, the 
name of the ethnic group that speaks the language, and this is the name employed 
by most Africanists and also by Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2015). 
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Like the Bantu languages, Nizaa has a rich verbal morphology and it 

also exhibits remnants of a noun class system. Nouns are not marked for 

case, but the locative is expressed using the enclitic -na/-ra. Regular 

plurals are formed with -wu (humans) and -ya (non-humans). Other suffixes 

include the nominal derivation suffix -ri/-ni, the augmentative -cun and the 

diminutive -nam/-ram. 

Basic word order is SVO. Adjectives, demonstratives and quantifiers 

generally follow the head noun, as do relative clauses, and there are a 

number of postpositions but also at least one preposition. Associative 

syntagms, on the other hand, exhibit modifier-head order (i.e. possessor-

possessum) and are often marked only by this order. 
Most importantly for the present study, Nizaa has been reported (Theil, 

p.c.) to have both head-initial (left-headed) and head-final (right-headed) 

nominal compounds, a state of affairs that is rather unusual in the world’s 

languages. The examples in (1) show that this is indeed the case, four being 

left-headed and three right-headed. The word sìì ‘house’ occurs in three 

of them, always as the first constituent, but only twice as the head (in 

boldface); the word ɓʉʉ ‘head’ also occurs three times and twice as the 

head, but always as the second constituent; and the word nim ‘water’ 

occurs once as a head (on the right) and twice as a modifier (once on the 

left and once on the right). 

 
(1) sìì yim 

 ‘dispensary’ <  ‘house’ + ‘medicament’ Left 

sìì jaŋgide  

‘school’ <  ‘house’ + ‘reading’ Left 

sìì ɓʉʉ 

‘roof’ <  ‘house’ + ‘head’ Right 

ɓag ɓʉʉ 

‘hat’ <  ‘clothing’ + ‘head’ Left 

nim ɓʉʉ 

‘source/spring’ <  ‘water’ + ‘head’ Right 

sìŋw nim 

‘duck’ <  ‘bird’ + ‘water’ Left 

yír nim 

‘tear’ <  ‘eye’ + ‘water’ Right 

 

What is going on here? Is the position of the head really completely 

random? The answer to this question reveals interesting patterns that 
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require us to revise (or refine) currently held views regarding the position 

of the compound head and the typological classification of compounds. 

2. The position of the head in compounds 

Most compounds can be regarded as consisting of a head and a modifier, 

but there is some disagreement as to what constitutes the head and how it 

should be identified (Scalise and Fábregas 2010). In the prototypical case, 
the head “imposes” a set of semantic, morphological and categorial 

features on the compound as a whole: 

i) semantically, the compound is usually a hyponym of the head (e.g. a 

field mouse is a kind of mouse, which is the head of the compound); 

ii) grammatical features such as gender are normally inherited from the 

head (e.g. the Italian noun capostazione ‘station master’ is masculine, 
like its head capo ‘head’ and unlike the modifier stazione ‘station’); 

iii) the word class of the compound is typically the same as that of the 

head (e.g. German Blinddarm ‘appendix’ is a noun, like its head 

Darm ‘intestine’ and unlike the modifier blind ‘blind’, which is an 

adjective). 

Such generalizations do not always hold, however, and sometimes there is 
a conflict between semantic and morpho-syntactic criteria. In the 

Australian language Diyari certain compounds have the semantic head on 

the right and the syntactic head on the left. Thus, determiners agree with 

the first constituent of tharlpa warta ‘earlobe’ < ‘ear’ + ‘butt’, despite the 

semantic head being the second constituent (Austin 2013, 99-100). 

In Germanic languages the compound head is almost always the final, 

or rightmost, constituent, a fact that contributed to the formulation of the 

so-called Righthand Head Rule (RHR): “In morphology, we define the 

head of a morphologically complex word to be the righthand member of 

that word” (Williams 1981, 248)3. However, this “rule” breaks down in the 

face of evidence from other languages. For example, in Hebrew and Welsh 
compounds are head-initial (Sadock 1998, 171): 

                                                        
3 Lest it be thought that Williams intended the RHR only to apply to English, note 
the following comment: “I have benefitted from discussions with many people, but 
most especially those with Morris Halle, who convinced me to look at Latin, and 
tried to get me to look at Russian” (Williams 1981, 245). 
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In both languages the productive pattern is a binary branching expression 

consisting of two nominal constituents with the head element on the left and 
the modifying element on the right. 

and this is also the case in French, Maori, Vietnamese, Yoruba and a host 

of other languages (2). 

 

(2) Hebrew; Semitic (Levi 1976, 10) 
 ’4  <  ‘organization’ + ‘roof(irgun gag) ארגון גג

‘parent organization’ 

 Welsh; Celtic (Awbery 2004, 315) 

tŷ gwydr  <  ‘house’ + ‘glass’ 

‘greenhouse’ 

 French; Romance (Arnaud 2015, 675) 

oiseau mouche <  ‘bird’ +  ‘fly’ 

‘hummingbird’ 

 Maori; Oceanic (Bauer 1993, 520) 

roro-hiko  <  ‘brain’ + ‘electricity’ 

‘computer’ 

 Vietnamese; Austronesian (Nguyên 1997, 72) 

xe lửa  <  ‘vehicle’ + ‘fire’ 

‘train’ 

 Yoruba; Niger-Congo (Adewole 1995, 140) 

irùn-gbọ̀n  <  ‘hair’ + ‘chin’ 

‘beard’ 
 

Since the position of the head clearly is not fixed, it was tempting to 

regard it as a parameter to be set as either left or right, reproducing in 

morphology the Branching Direction Theory (Dryer 1992). Thus, Scalise 

(1994, 194) writes: 

According to our current knowledge, it does not seem as if a language can 
freely have compounds with the head on the left and compounds with the head 
on the right [my translation]. 

But such a hypothesis has also to be rejected, on the basis of two kinds of 

evidence. 

                                                        
4 The traditional terms for describing the position of the head are based on the 
writing direction of the Latin script and this has unfortunate consequences in the 
case of languages whose script is right-to-left. Thus, גג ארגון  (irgun gag) is a left-
headed compound, even though the head appears to the right in Hebrew script. 
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Firstly, Mandarin Chinese has right-headed nominal compounds (3a) 

but left-headed verbal compounds (3b), a fact expressed by Packard (2000, 

39) in his Headedness Principle: “(bisyllabic) noun words have nominal 

constituents on the right and verb words have verbal constituents on the 

left.” Thus the position of the head may vary within a language depending 

on the type of compound, as defined by its word class (or “output category”, 

to use Guevara and Scalise’s 2009 term). 

(3) Mandarin; Sino-Tibetan (Ceccagno and Scalise 2006, 244) 

a. 食品   shípǐn N < ‘eat’ + ‘product’ 

  ‘food’ 

b. 开刀   kāidāoV < ‘open’ + ‘knife’ 

 ‘operate’ 

Secondly, in Vietnamese, native compounds are left-headed (4a), while 

Sino-Vietnamese borrowings are head-final (4b). Thus language contact is 
also a factor that may affect head position5. 

(4) Vietnamese; Austronesian (Nguyên 1997, 72,77) 

a. xe lửa <  ‘vehicle’ + ‘fire’ 

 ‘train’  

b. tổ-quốc < ‘ancestor’ + ‘country’ (Ch. 祖國 zǔguó) 

 ‘fatherland’ 

On the basis of evidence from Mandarin, Scalise and Fábregas (2010, 117, 

emphasis added) conclude that 

it is not possible to consider the position of the head a parameter, at least in 
the sense it is generally interpreted in linguistics – that is, as an inviolable 
principle that determines the particular value of a universal well-

formedness condition in a particular language … it seems there is a 
canonical position for the head in each compound type in a given language 

This conclusion, which I will call the “Canonical Head Position (CHP) 

hypothesis”, is backed up by a brief discussion of compounding in Italian, 

in which it is demonstrated that deviations from the “canonical” head-

initial pattern typical of present-day Romance languages can be accounted 
for (by diachrony and contact) as either calques, retentions or borrowings 

from English, Greek or Latin, all of which “[…] are generally right-headed 

languages” (Scalise and Fábregas 2010, 119). 

                                                        
5 A similar situation obtains in Javanese, Khmer and Thai, all of which have both 
head-initial native compounds and head-final compounds of Indic origin (Fasold 
1969, 185, Ehrman 1972, 48-49, Oglobin 2005, 595) . 
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Earlier in the same paper Scalise and Fábregas (2010, 117) had defined 

“compound type” as the intersection of several properties (output category, 

structure, combination of categories, relationship between components, 

and position of the head). However, this cannot be the sense intended in 

the formulation of the CHP hypothesis, because then the position of the 

head would be one of the factors determining the (canonical) position of 

the head, which of course is unacceptably circular. From the context (that 

is, the discussion of Mandarin and Italian) it seems that compound type is 

to be understood here in terms of the compound’s output category alone. 

That being the case, the prediction would be that, aside from the effects of 

language contact and diachronic word order changes, any given language 
will exhibit a canonical position for the head in, say, nominal compounds, 

which may or may not be the same for verbal compounds, or other 

compound types. It is precisely this prediction that is disconfirmed by the 

Nizaa data. 

Those data also shed light on the classification of compounds, so 

before presenting them in detail we briefly review the various ways in 

which compounds have been classified, from the early Sanskrit scholars 

up until the present day. 

3. The classification of compounds 

The simplest way to classify compounds is in terms of output categories. 

Thus it is possible to distinguish nominal compounds, verbal compounds, 

and (in some languages) adjectival compounds, adverbial compounds, etc. 

One can also classify in terms of input categories (i.e. the word classes of 

the constituents), hence noun-noun compounds, noun-verb compounds, 

etc. And one can classify in terms of novel and established compounds. 

All other forms of classification, however, present difficulties of one kind 

or another. 

Most attempts at classification have been based on terminology taken 

from the early Sanskrit scholars, who recognized tatpuruṣa, dvandva, 

karmadhāraya, avyayībhāva and bahuvrīhi compounds (Bauer 2001). The 

terms endocentric and exocentric were introduced by Bloomfield (1933, 

235) to distinguish between compounds that are hyponyms of their head 

(e.g. blackbird and door-knob) and compounds that are not (e.g. gadabout 

and turnkey). Other labels that have been used, sometimes in overlapping 

or conflicting senses, include additional, appositional, attributive, coor-

dinative, copulative, determinative, possessive, subordinative, subsump-

tive, synthetic and verbal-nexus. 
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Bisetto and Scalise (2005), reviewing nine such classifications, ranging 

from Bloomfield (1933) and Marchand (1969) to Bauer (2001) and Booij 

(2005), highlight a lack of “interlinguistic homogeneity”, which they trace 

to three causes: a) language-specific terminology, b) neglect of certain 

categories (e.g. adjectival compounds), and c) inconsistent definitional 

criteria. The main problem with the last of these is the unsystematic 

combination of the criteria “presence of head” and “semantic relation”. 

As an alternative, Bisetto and Scalise (2005, 326) propose a novel 

typological classification based on the “very simple” assumption that what 

is special about compounds is 

the fact that the two constituents are linked by a grammatical relation 
which is not overtly expressed (cf. apron string vs. string of the apron). 
Therefore, we would like to suggest that the classification of compounds 
be uniquely and consistently based on this criterion. The possible 
grammatical relations holding between the two constituents of a compound 
are basically the relations that hold in syntactic constructions: subordination, 
coordination and attribution. 

Accordingly, they propose a three-way top level distinction between 

subordinate, attributive and coordinate compounds, each of which is further 

subdivided into endocentric and exocentric, depending on “the presence or 

absence of a head constituent,” as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Classifying compounds (Bisetto and Scalise 2005, 326) 

Four years later this model was extended through the introduction of an 

intermediate level, as shown in Figure 2 (Scalise and Bisetto 2009, 49ff). 

In the new proposal, the class of subordinate compounds is subdivided 
into “verbal-nexus” and “ground”, ostensibly on the basis of whether or 

not they contain a deverbal head6 . In addition, the class of attributive 

compounds is split into attributive and appositive, depending on whether 

the non-head is an adjective (or verb) that expresses a property of the head 

directly, or noun that specifies such a property indirectly (“in apposition”) 

                                                        
6 Why lavapiatti ‘dishwasher’ < ‘washV’ + ‘dishes’ should be classified as ground 
rather than verbal-nexus is unclear. 
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through one of its own properties. As in the 2005 proposal, each of the 

resulting classes is subdivided into endocentric and exocentric. 

SUBORDINATE

ATTRIBUTIVE -

APPOSITIVE COORDINATE

ground verbal-nexus attributive appositive

endo exo endo exo endo exo endo exo endo exo

windmill

mushroom soup

sans papiers

sottoscala

lavapiatti

bookseller

tree eater

street seller

pickpocket

high school

blue-eyed

redskin

snailmail

swordfish

mushroom cloud

??

poeta-pintor

mother-child

Bosnia-Hrzegovina

 

Figure 2. Classifying compounds (Scalise and Bisetto 2009, 50) 

Two things may be observed about the resulting classifications: firstly, 
there is an inherent inconsistency in the use of criteria for the second-level 

divisions that involve the status of a head (or non-head), which may or 

may not be actually present. Secondly, the distinction between endocentric 

and exocentric is really orthogonal to the rest of the classification, in the 

same way as, say, the output category. Indeed, “exocentricity” is better 

explained as a function of metonymy and/or metaphor, rather than as a 

property peculiar to compounds (Bauer 2008). 

Whatever the merits or demerits of the later classification, the basic 

tripartite distinction between subordinate, attributive and coordinate 

compounds, common to both proposals, has been widely adopted, for 

example by Lieber (2010, 47) in her introductory textbook on morphology: 

We can also classify compounds more closely according to the semantic 
and grammatical relationships holding between the elements that make 
them up. One useful classification is that proposed by Bisetto & Scalise 
(2005), which recognizes three types of relation. 

Lieber characterizes the three compound types as follows: 

In an attributive compound the non-head acts as a modifier of the head. So 
snail mail is (metaphorically) a kind of mail that moves like a snail, and a 
windmill is a kind of mill that is activated by wind […] In coordinative 
compounds, the first element of the compound does not modify the second; 
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instead, the two have equal weight […] In subordinative [sic] compounds 

one element is interpreted as the argument of the other, usually as its object 

Thus for Lieber, windmill is a prototypical attributive compound, while for 

Bisetto and Scalise it is a prototypical subordinate compound, as shown in 
Figure 2. This discrepancy is unlikely to be due to an unintentional error 

(as was perhaps the case with lavapiatti). In both of their papers, Bisetto and 

Scalise also classify steamboat (another compound that has the semantic 

structure (X POWERED BY Y) as a subordinate compound, so we can 

assume that their classification of windmill was intentional. And since 

Lieber uses windmill as a prototypical example throughout her chapter on 

compounding in all three editions of her book, we can assume that her 

characterization of it as an attributive compound is equally deliberate. 

In other words, Lieber considers the POWERED BY relation to be one of 

attribution, whereas Bisetto and Scalise judge it to be one of subordination. 

This raises the question: what does “subordination” actually mean in 

the context of the relation between two nominals? In the case of a verb and 
a nominal its meaning is fairly clear: if the nominal can be regarded as an 

argument of the verb, then it is subordinate to it, but in what sense is mill 

subordinate (or not, as the case may be) to wind in windmill? This is the 

second of the two issues on which the phenomenon of compounding in 

Nizaa can shed light. 

4. The analysis of compounds in Nizaa 

4.1. Data sources 

The data sources for the present study were a 1,300-page hand-written 

word list compiled by Rolf Theil (genannt Endresen) during fieldwork in 

Cameroon in the 1980s (Endresen n.d.). The word list is part of a larger set 

of unpublished materials that also contains 400 pages of sentences, mostly 

elicited, 400 pages of stories and folk tales, and 100 pages of texts 

translated from French and Fulfulde. (These latter materials were not 

available for use in the present study.) 

The word list itself consists of two parts: an alphabetically ordered set 

of dictionary entries and a large number of notes that range from issues of 

grammar to cultural observations to lists of semantically related words 

(e.g. names of mammals, body parts, etc.). The manuscript as a whole is 
tidy, well-structured and easily legible, indeed, it is almost of typeset 

quality. Entries in the word list are very consistent and follow established 

lexicographic conventions down to the last detail. Figure 3 shows two 
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typical pages of entries from the word list. The left-hand page shows three 

main entries under the heading ƁOM and four under the heading ƁON. 

Five compounds can be identified: ɓomɓom yɔɔ ‘guêpe à maçonne’ 

[wasp’s nest], ɓomɓom njèé ‘potier’ [potter], nàw Ɓon ‘(clan nizaa)’, dàŋ 

ɓo᷆n ‘champ de patates’ [potato field] and masug ɓon᷆ ‘champ d’arachide’ 

[groundnut field]. The figure also shows the extent to which entries are 

annotated through cross-references to notes, sources and other entries, 

indications of genetic affiliation (e.g. to Proto-Bantu, PB), etc. 

  

Figure 3. Sample pages from Rolf Theil’s field notes 

The sources yielded a total of 535 nominal compounds, of which 317 were 

transparent, 116 semi-transparent, and 102 opaque7 . Of the transparent 

compounds, the majority (201 of 317, i.e. 63%) consisted of two nouns. 

Given the overwhelming preponderance of “binominal” (NN) compounds, 

this structural type became the focus for the remainder of the study. 

                                                        
7 These terms refer to the analysability of the compound’s constituents: transparent 
compounds are fully analysable, semi-transparent are partially analysable, and 
opaque are completely unanalysable. 
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4.2. Statistical analysis 

The next step was to determine the position of the head in each of the NN 

compounds. This was based on semantic criteria alone, for two reasons, one 

principled and the other pragmatic. First of all, the theoretical framework 

within which this study was conducted – that of cognitive linguistics – 

asserts the primacy of semantics, and it was also the explicit goal of the 

study to ascertain whether the distribution of left-headed and right-headed 

compounds in Nizaa could be explained through recourse to semantic and 

(ultimately) cognitive factors. Secondly, since the study was based solely 

on word lists with no corpus and no access to native speakers, and since 

Nizaa has little or nothing in the way of morphological agreement, it 
would in any case have been impossible to determine head position on the 

basis of morphosyntactic criteria. 

Table 1. Distribution of head position 

Code Head position Example Count 

Left-headed   

L left cɛ̀ɛ́ ɓʉʉ    <  cɛ̌ɛ   + ɓʉʉ  
‘head louse’   ‘louse’  ‘head’ 

97 

L? probably left ɗɔ́ɔ́ŋ nim    <  ɗɔ́ɔŋ  +  nim  
‘soup’    ‘sauce’  ‘water’ 

7 

LC left or both mbíram njan᷆   <  mbíram  +  njan᷆  
‘young girl’   ‘child’  ‘woman’ 

7 

Right-headed 79 

R right cam ɓʉʉ    <  cam   +  ɓʉʉ  
‘fingertip’   ‘finger’  ‘head’ 

76 

R? probably right táá gu᷇r    <  táá   +  gur  
‘last child’   ‘father’  ‘foot/leg’ 

3 

Indeterminate head position  11 

x probably 
analysable 

cún ɓwáa   <  cún   +  ɓwáa  
‘handle (of a cup)’   ‘tree’  ‘hand/arm’ 

9 

y possibly 
analysable 

maamùr    <  maa   +  mùr  
‘*tree’    ‘mother’  ‘decay’ 

1 

z probably not 
analysable 

kwiiŋyim    <  kwiiŋ  +  yim  
‘*musical instrument ‘knife’  ‘medicine’ 
(a kind of bell)’ 

1 
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For each NN compound the question was posed, which of the two 

constituents (left or right) is a hyperonym of the compound as a whole and 

therefore its head? In most cases the answer was self-evident. For 

example, ɓag gur ‘trousers’ (< ɓagri᷆ ‘clothing’ + gur ‘foot, leg’) is clearly 

a kind of clothing, not a kind of foot or leg, and hence the compound is 

left-headed; whereas dàŋ ɓon᷆ ‘potato field’ (< dàŋ ‘potato’ + ɓon ‘field’) 

is obviously a kind of field, not a kind of potato, and hence the compound 

is right-headed. In some cases, especially with right-headed compounds, 

metaphor and metonymy came into play (e.g. cam ɓʉʉ ‘fingertip’ < cam 

‘finger’ + ɓʉʉ ‘head’, the latter constituent to be interpreted metaphor-

ically), but once allowance was made for this, determining the position of 
the head proved to be relatively straightforward. 

 Table 1 shows the distribution of head position in the 201 binominal 

compounds. The interpretation of the first three examples is as follows: 

i) ‘louse’ is clearly a hyperonym of ‘head louse’, hence the code L 

ii) ‘sauce’ is considered more likely than ‘water’ to be a hyperonym of 

‘soup’, hence the code L? 

iii) although ‘child’ is the more suitable choice of hyperonym for ‘young 

girl’, ‘woman’ (or ‘female’) is also a hyperonym and thus the 

compound could arguably be classified as coordinate, with two 

semantic heads, hence the code LC 

As for the right-headed examples: 

i) ‘head’ is a (metaphorical) hyperonym of ‘fingertip’, hence the code R 

ii) ‘foot/leg’ is considered more likely to be a (metaphorical) hyperonym 

for ‘last child’ than ‘father’, the literal meaning of the compound as a 

whole being something like ‘father’s leg’8, hence the code R? 

Eleven binominal compounds (coded as x, y and z) were opaque to varying 

degrees, but these amounted to just 5% of the total data set (11 out of 201 

records) and were therefore ignored in the further analysis. Of the 

remainder, 111 compounds were left-headed (L, L? and LD) and 79 right-

headed (R and R?), giving a ratio of approximately 7:5 in favour of left-

headedness. 

This finding confirmed the initial report from Rolf Theil, and also the 

preliminary impression given by the examples in (1), that Nizaa, in contrast 
to every language hitherto investigated in depth, shows no clear preference 

                                                        
8  According to Rolf Theil (p.c.) this metaphor has its basis in Nizaa culture: 
traditionally a father is supported by his youngest child, both in the purely physical 
sense of someone to lean on, and sometimes also financially. 
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regarding the head position in noun-noun compounds; left- and right-

headed compounds distribute almost equally. The question is why. 

A simple statistical analysis offered some hints. It was designed to report 

information on the kind of entities that occur as constituents of nominal 

compounds, the frequency with which they occur, and the extent to which 

they recur across compounds. The analysis was first performed without 

taking head position into account and then with consideration of head 

position.  

 Table 2 shows constituents that occur four or more times, in order of 

frequency and grouped according to whether they occur to the left or to the 

right. We observe that the constituents that occur most frequently (i.e., six 
or more times) on the left are person, animal/cow/meat, hut/house, tree 

and bird/chicken, while those that occur most frequently on the right are 

head, water and fruit/nut. 

Table 2. Most frequently occurring constituents 

Left constituents (n=201) Right constituents (n=201) 

nìì 23 person ɓʉʉ 11 head 

nyààŋ 11 animal/cow/meat nim 7 water 

sìì 10 hut/house yɛ̀ɛ̀ 6 fruit/nut 

cún 8 tree yim 4 Medicine 

sìŋw 6 bird/chicken ŋun 4 boy/girl 

síí 5 termite ŋwiiŋ 4 offspring (of an animal) 

mvúú 5 beer/wine rèw 4 Forge 

cam᷆ 5 finger gur 4 foot/leg 

ɓow᷇ 5 dog ...   

kwiiŋ 4 knife ...   

gur 4 foot/leg ...   

ɓagri ᷆ 4 clothing ...   

...   ...   

Total count: 94 Total count: 133 

Recurrence: 2.2 Recurrence: 1.5 

 

The total counts (at the bottom of each main column) show how many 

different constituents there are in each category. The cells labelled 

recurrence show the average recurrence rate of left and right constituents 

respectively. This value is calculated by dividing the total number of left 

constituents (201) by the number of distinct constituents (94 and 133 
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respectively). We observe a tendency for fewer constituents on the left (94 

vs. 133) and for these to recur somewhat more frequently (2.2 times on 

average vs. 1.5 times), and greater variety amongst right-hand constituents. 

When the position of the head is taken into account this tendency is much 

stronger.  

 shows the most frequently occurring head and non-head constituents 

for left-headed and right-headed compounds respectively. The total count of 

distinct constituents and the degree of recurrence are again shown, as in 

Table 2. These figures reveal interesting and significant differences 

between left-headed and right-headed compounds: 

i) In left-headed compounds, there is a marked tendency for the same 
constituents to recur again and again as heads, with an average reuse 

factor of 2.4. Non-heads recur much less often and have a reuse factor 

of 1.4. The ratio between these two factors is 1.8. 

ii) In right-headed compounds, there is no such tendency. The degree of 

recurrence is the same for heads and non-heads (1.5). The ratio 

between the two factors is therefore 1.0. 

Table 3. Most frequently occurring constituents by head position 

Left-headed compounds (n=111) Right-headed compounds (n=79) 

Head Non-head Non-head Head 

nìì 23 person nim 6 water ɓʉʉ 7 head gur 4 foot/leg 

sìì 8 hut/house rèw 4 forge yɛ̀ɛ̀ 6 fruit/nut cún 4 tree 

nyààŋ 8 animal/... ɓʉʉ 4 head ŋun 4 boy/girl ɓow᷇ 4 dog 

sìŋw 5 bird/chicken nja᷆n 3 woman yi᷇r 3 eye/grain yír 3 eye/grain 

mvúú 5 beer/wine legrì 3 sacrament …   nyààŋ 3 animal/... 

ŋun 3 boy/girl …   …   masug᷆ 3 groundnut 

ta᷇w 3 shoe …   …   ɓwaa 3 hand/arm 

síí 3 termite …   …   …   

sɔ̀ɔ̀ 3 *caterpillar …   …   …   

cún 3 tree …   …   …   

cam᷆ 3 finger …   …   …   

ɓagri᷆ 3 clothing …   …   …   

…   …   …   …   

Total count: 47 Total count: 83 Total count: 52 Total count: 53 

Recurrence: 2.4 

(111/47) 

Recurrence: 1.3 

(111/83) 

Recurrence: 1.5 

(79/52) 

Recurrence: 1.5 

(79/53) 

Recurrence ratio: 83 : 47 = 1.8 Recurrence ratio: 52 : 52 = 1.0 
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The disparity between the ratios (1.8 and 1.0), i.e., the fact that heads recur 

appreciably more often in left-headed compounds, increases our suspicion 

that there could be some fundamental difference between left-headed and 

right-headed compounds in Nizaa, but what constitutes that difference? An 

analysis of the semantic relations obtaining between the constituents of the 

two types of compound provides the answer. 

4.3. Semantic analysis 

For most compounds it is intuitively obvious that there exists a semantic 

relation between the constituents: a blackbird is a bird whose colour is 

black; a watermill is a mill that is powered by water; a table leg is a leg that 

is part of a table; etc. The semantic relation contributes to the meaning of 
the compound, but seldom determines it completely (not all black birds are 

blackbirds, and female blackbirds are not even black). Furthermore, the 

exact relation cannot be predicted from either the components themselves 

or their status as head or non-head (a peppermill is not powered by pepper 

and a water-bird is not powered by water). For theories of language that 

operate with a clear separation between lexicon and grammar, or a notion 

of strict compositionality, these facts are problematic and have prompted 

many attempts to discern some kind of system among the different kinds 

of semantic relation.9 

One of the most comprehensive accounts is that of Warren (1978) who 

analyses 3,994 English noun-noun compounds in terms of 12 “semantic 
classes” and arrives at the results shown in Table 4.10 

Warren includes a brief discussion of compounding in terms of topic-

comment structure, with ‘topic’ roughly corresponding to the head and 

‘comment’ to the non-head, as when she describes how “the compound 

pocket knife refers to a knife (topic) designed for carrying in the pocket 

(comment)” (Warren 1978, 40). This leads her to posit a two-way 

distinction between comments that have a “classifying function” and those 

that have an “identifying function”. Unfortunately, this interesting insight 

is not integrated with her semantic analysis, but we return to it briefly in 

section 6. 

                                                        
9 For discussion and references see Ryder’s (1994) review of Jespersen (1942), 
Hatcher (1960), Lees (1963), Marchand (1969), Brekle (1970), Adams (1973), 
Levi (1978), Warren (1978) and Selkirk (1982). See also Adams (2001, 82ff) and 
Bourque (2014). 
10 A further 562 compounds are assigned to “non-semantic classes”: names (519), 
dvandva (10), idiosyncratic compounds (10) and unanalysed compounds (23). 
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Table 4. Warren’s semantic classes 

Semantic class Example Number  Semantic class Example Number 

Source-Result student group 619  Goal-OBJ moon rocket 014 

Copula girl friend 203  Place-OBJ sea port 483 

Resemblance clubfoot 072  Time-OBJ Sunday paper 141 

Whole-Part spoon handle 921  Origin-OBJ hay fever 333 

Part-Whole armchair 341  Purpose ball bat 537 

Size-Whole 3-day affair 173  Activity-Actor cowboy 157 

Another widely used model is that of Levi (1978), whose premise is that 
“complex nominals” (which for her includes both nominal compounds and 

“nonpredicate NPs”, i.e. constructions such as solar energy that consist of 

a noun qualified by a denominal adjective) are derived from underlying 

relative clauses through predicate deletion. For example, tear gas is said to 

be derived from GAS THAT CAUSES TEARS through the deletion of the 

predicate CAUSE, with the object of the relative clause (tear) taking the 

initial position as the non-head (modifier) of the resulting compound. Levi 

identifies nine such “recoverable deletable predicates” (RDPs), three of 
which are bidirectional, representing 12 semantic relations (Table 5). 

Table 5. Levi’s “recoverable deletable predicates” 

RDP Definition Examples 

CAUSE N1 < object of relative clause tear gas, disease germ, traumatic event 

N1 < subject of relative clause drug death, birth pains, viral infection 

HAVE N1 < object of relative clause picture book, apple cake, musical comedy 

N1 < subject of relative clause lemon peel, student power, reptilian scales 

MAKE N1 < object of relative clause honeybee, silkworm, musical clock 

N1 < subject of relative clause daisy chains, snowball, molecular chains 

USE N1 < object of relative clause voice vote, steam iron, manual labor 

BE N1 < object of relative clause soldier ant, target structure, professorial friends 

IN N1 < object of relative clause field mouse, morning prayers, marital sex 

FOR N1 < object of relative clause horse doctor, arms budget, nasal mist 

FROM N1 < object of relative clause olive oil, test-tube baby, solar energy 

ABOUT N1 < object of relative clause tax law, price war, criminal policy 

 

A more recent analysis is that provided by Jackendoff (2010), who 

proposes a set of fourteen “basic functions” for expressing semantic 

relations, seven of which are reversible (Table 6). However, an attempt to 

apply this classification in the present study proved unsuccessful. Some 

functions, e.g. CLASSIFY (X, α), were too general; some, e.g. PROTECT 
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(α, X), appeared to be overly culture-specific; some, e.g. COMP (α, X), MADE 

(α, FROM X) and PART (α, X), were hard to distinguish from one another; 

and others, e.g. HAVE (α, X), were simply too vague or language specific. 

Table 6. Jackendoff’s fourteen basic functions 

 Function Description Examples 

1 [Y2
α ; [CLASSIFY (X1, (α))] N1 classifies N2 beta cell, X-ray, Leyden jar 

2 [Y2(X1)] N2 of/by N1 wardrobe color, food 

surplus, sea level 

3 [Y2
α ; [BE (α, X1)]] N2 that is an N1 boy king, politician-tycoon 

4 [Y2
α ; [SAME/SIMILAR (α, X1)]] N2 similar to N1 piggy bank, string bean, 

sunflower 

5a [Y2
α ; [KIND (α, X1)]] N2 of kind N1 puppy dog, ferryboat, 

limestone 

6a [Y2
α ; [BE (α, AT/IN/ON X1)]] N2 located at/in/on N1 sunspot, raincloud, spring 

rain 

7a [Y2
α ; [COMP (α, X1)]] N2 composed of N1 falafel ball, rubber band, 

wallboard 

8a [Y2
α ; [MADE (α, FROM X1)]] N2 made from N1 apple juice, olive oil, sugar 

beet 

9a [Y2
α ; [PART (α, X1)]] N2 is part of N1 backbone, snare drum, 

gingerbread 

10 [Y2
α ; [CAUSE (X1, α)]] N2 is caused by N1 sunburn, diaper rash, knife 

wound 

11a [Y2
α ; [MAKE (X1, α)]] N2 made by N1 moonbeam, anthill, 

honeybee 

12 [Y2
α ; [BE (PF(α), PF(X1))] N2 whose PFb is N1 handle bar, feature film, 

farmland 

13a [Y2
α ; [HAVE (α, X1)]] N2 that has (an) N1 AIDS baby, career girl, 

writer’s cramp 

14 [Y2
α ; [PROTECT (α, X1, FROM Z)]] 

[Y2
α ; [PROTECT (α, Z, FROM X1)]] 

N2 protects N1 

N2 protects against N1 

chastity belt, lifeboat, 

safety pin, mothball, 

flea collar, cough drop 

Notes 
a  the relation is reversible, e.g. [Y2

α; [KIND (X1, α)]] | an N2 that is a kind of N1 | seal pup 
b  PF = proper function, i.e. “an N2 whose proper function is to function as an N1” 

 

Neither were Warren’s and Levi’s schemes particularly easy to apply, 

perhaps because any such classification has an element of subjectivity and 

requires the user to adapt to thought processes that initially seem rather 
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foreign. Be that as it may, for the purpose of the present study it was 

decided to take a data-driven approach and allow a classification scheme 

to emerge from the actual analysis. This was facilitated by the researcher’s 

extensive experience in analysing semantic relations through his work 

with Topic Maps in the field of knowledge organization  (Pepper 2002). 

There are, of course, dangers inherent in any form of semantic analysis, 

and the present case is no exception. To minimize subjectivity, it would 

have been preferable to employ a well-defined, third-party classification 

scheme,11 to have more than one person classify the data, and to test for 

inter-annotator agreement. Due to resource constraints, this was unfortunate-

ly not possible. However, the annotated data are freely available12 for those 
wishing to replicate the study. The danger of investigator bias, on the other 

hand, was relatively low, since there were neither any specific hypotheses 

nor any particular expectations at the outset of the analysis (but see the 

discussion below). 

Each of the three models described above employs a different way of 

designating semantic relations: Levi names the predicate, Warren specifies 

(pairs of) semantic roles, and Jackendoff employs a functional notation that 

is somewhat opaque to the uninitiated. In the case of Nizaa, it emerged 

that in most cases, the most appropriate and intuitive way to characterize 

the relations was to focus on the role played by the right-hand component, 

irrespective of head position, as exemplified in Table 7. 

Table 7. Examples of semantic relations 

Compound and gloss Constituents Relation 

ɓów nyíiŋ 

‘canine’ 

< ‘dog’  +  ‘tooth’ POSSESSION 

sìì jaŋgide 

‘school’ 

< ‘house’  +  ‘reading’ PURPOSE 

sìì ɓʉʉ 

‘roof’ 

< ‘house’  +  ‘head’ PART 

ɓag ɓʉʉ 

‘hat’ 

< ‘clothing’  +  ‘head’ LOCATION 

ɗɔ́ɔ́ŋ nim 

‘soup’ 

< ‘sauce’  +  ‘water’ RESEMBLANCE 

sìŋw nim 

‘duck’ 

< ‘bird’  +  ‘water’ LOCATION 

yír nim 
‘tear’ 

< ‘eye’  +  ‘water’ LOCATED 

                                                        
11 A recent, well-defined classification scheme for semantic relations that includes 
diagnostic tests and a discussion of overlapping categories is Bourque (2014, 168 ff). 
12 See http://opendata.uit.no/dvn/dv/trolling/ 
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Table 8. Distribution of relation types by head position 

Relation type Total LH RH  Relation type Total LH RH 

LOCATION 26 26 0  PART 45 0 45 

PURPOSE 18 18 0  KIN 9 0 9 

IDEM 9 9 0  LOCATED 8 0 8 

RESEMBLANCE 9 9 0  POSSESSION 5 0 5 

STATE 7 7 0  PRODUCT 5 0 5 

GENDER 6 6 0  CONTAINER 3 0 3 

EVENT 5 5 0  RESPONSIBLE 1 0 1 

MATERIAL 5 5 0      

CONTENTS 4 4 0      

OCCUPATION 4 4 0      

PROPER 3 3 0      

EMOTION 2 2 0      

DOMAIN 1 1 0  Indeterminate 11 - - 

FEATURE 1 1 0  Unknown 13 10 3 

FOOD 1 1 0  Totals 201 111 79 

 

A total of 22 distinct semantic relations were identified and characterized in 

terms of the role played by the second participant (number of occurrences 

in parentheses): PART (45), LOCATION (26), PURPOSE (18), RESEMBLANCE 

(9), IDEM
13

 (9), KIN (9), LOCATED (8), STATE (7), GENDER (6), PRODUCT (5), 

POSSESSION (5), MATERIAL (5), EVENT (5), CONTENTS (4), OCCUPATION (4), 

PROPER (3), CONTAINER (3), EMOTION (2), RESPONSIBLE (1), FOOD (1), 

FEATURE (1), DOMAIN (1). In 13 of the compounds it was not possible to 

determine the nature of the relationship. Most of the relations are self-

explanatory, so for reasons of space, no definitions are given here. 

The results obtained from the semantic analysis were quite startling. In 
their specifics they should be treated with a degree of caution, for the 

simple reason that determining semantic relations is a somewhat subjective 

matter: relations can be characterized at varying levels of specificity and 

categories are prototypical rather than neatly defined, tending to shade into 

one another. Overall, however, the results left no room for doubt about the 

nature of the distinction between left- and right-headed compounds. 

It came as no surprise that relations such as part/whole, location and 

resemblance were very conspicuous. What was surprising, however, was 

                                                        
13 Used for compounds in which the meaning of the compound is the same as one 
of its constituents, as in sìì gúuŋ ‘hut’ < sìì ‘hut, house’ + gúuŋ ‘hut’. As it turned 
out, all such compounds were left-headed. 
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how the different kinds of relationship distributed across left- and right-

headed compounds respectively (Table 8). In all, 15 different kinds of 

semantic relation were found among left-headed compounds and 7 among 

right-headed compounds, but none of these relations occurred across both 

types of compound. What this means is that left-headed compounds are 

constructed from a completely different set of semantic relations than right-

headed compounds. These findings can be summarized as follows: 

i) In right-headed compounds, relations labelled PART, KIN, LOCATED 

and POSSESSION predominate. 

ii) In left-headed compounds, there is a greater range of relations, many 

of which are more-or-less attributive. 

As one reviewer has pointed out, these results seem too good to be true. 

The reason for this lies in the two-step nature of the annotation process. As 

mentioned above, no specific hypothesis had been formulated at the outset 

and there were therefore no particular expectations. Compounds whose 

semantic relation was easy to determine were classified first, and these 

accounted for 80-90% of the total. It was not until the conclusion of Step 
1, when the preliminary results were analysed, that the striking sub-

regularity involving the distribution of relations across compound types 

became clear. Step 2 then involved revisiting all the compounds that had 

been set aside during Step 1, in order to see whether their classification 

could be resolved on the basis of the internal evidence now available. 

 

Figure 4. Two compounds meaning crâne (‘skull’): 
kǒw ɓʉʉ and ɓʉʉ kǒw̄14 

A good example of a conundrum encountered in Step 1 that was resolved 

in Step 2 is that of the two words for ‘skull’ (Endresen n.d.:2/160, Figure 4): 

                                                        
14 The original orthography used the letter ɨ instead of ʉ, hence ɓɨɨ instead of ɓʉʉ. 
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(7) a. kǒw ɓʉʉ < kǒw̄  +  ɓʉʉ 

  ‘skull’  ‘bone’  ‘head’ 

b. ɓʉʉ kǒw̄ <  ɓʉʉ  + kǒw̄  

  ‘skull’ ‘head’ ‘bone’ 

Here we have the same meaning represented by compounding the same 
two constituents in two different orders (which itself is rather unusual)15. 

During the first step of the analysis there was uncertainty as to whether the 

relation between ‘bone’ and ‘head’ should be interpreted as PART-WHOLE 

or RESEMBLANCE. During Step 2, these compounds (and the remainder of 

those yet to be resolved) were used to test the hypothesis that had emerged 

during Step 1, and it turned out that they could indeed be accommodated 

in the system that had emerged. If the two conceptualizations of ‘skull’ (as 

a bone that resembles a head, or as a bone that is part of the head) are 

assigned to compounds (7a) and (7b) as LH and RH, respectively, then the 

sub-regularity is upheld. Thus, while it could be claimed that the final 10-

20% of the analysis was subject to investigator bias, it could equally be 

claimed that it served to confirm the emergent pattern. 
Another reviewer has pointed out that a different investigator might 

arrive at a different classification that would lead to very different results, 

and cites the example of ɓów nyíiŋ ‘canine’ [dog tooth], analysed above as 

POSSESSION, which, it is claimed, might equally well be analysed as PART 

or LOCATED. While this is correct, it would not affect the results in any way, 

since all three of these relations are only ever encountered in right-headed 

compounds: they cluster together and are to some extent interchangeable 

because of their close conceptual affinity (cf. Bourque 2014). 

5. Discussion 

In this section we return to the two issues presented earlier, the position of 

the compound head and the classification of compounds, now in the light 

of the evidence from Nizaa. 

It was observed in section 3 that, despite apparently endorsing the 

tripartite classification proposed by Bisetto and Scalise (2005), Lieber 

(2009) deviates from the latter in classifying windmill as an attributive 

rather than a subordinate compound. This suggests that there is an issue to 

                                                        
15 One commentator did not find this unusual and pointed to the fact that English 
has both headbone and bonehead. He had missed the point that the two Nizaa 
words, unlike the English pair, appear to have the exact same meaning. 
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be clarified regarding the definition of attribution and subordination in the 

context of noun-noun compounds. 

For Bisetto and Scalise (2005, 326-327), compounds are classified as 

subordinate when there is a “complement” relation between the two 

constituents: 

In a compound such as taxi driver, taxi is clearly the “complement” of the 
deverbal head. We argue that this is also the case in compounds such as 
apron string, where apron is in an “of relation” with string. Complement 
relations, however, are not exclusively “of relations”: apron string, in fact, 
can have different interpretations: ‘string of an apron’, ‘string on an apron’, 

‘string in an apron’, etc. Nevertheless, the relation between the two 
constituents is always a complement relation, namely a subordinative one  

The utility of this definition of subordination may be questioned. In the 

case of the particular word at issue, it offers no way to determine whether 

or not the POWERED BY relation should be regarded as subordinative. And 

from a cross-linguistic perspective the definition is clearly unsatisfactory, 
given that many languages have no word for of and thus no concept of an 

“of relation”. 

Lieber’s explanation is more satisfactory. For her, as we have seen, the 

non-head of a subordinative compound is interpreted as the “argument” of 

the head element, usually as its object. As all her examples are so-called 

synthetic compounds with a deverbal head16, one might easily draw the 

conclusion that only synthetic compounds can be subordinative, but her 

position is not this categorical. In an earlier paper on English compounds 

she observes (Lieber 2009, 362) that: 

it is not necessary for one of the constituents of a compound to be verbal or 
deverbal for the compound to be classed as subordinate. Indeed, simplex 
nouns that have relational or processual interpretations often permit 
complementation (e.g. author of a book, leg of a table), and therefore NN 
compounds with such relational or processual nouns as their second 
constituents clearly fall among the subordinates in the [Bisetto and Scalise] 
classification: cookbook author, table leg, gas price, justice role, team 

symbol seem likely candidates. 

While Lieber deserves credit for not framing her explanation in terms of a 

feature of the English language (“of”), she still fails to provide adequate 
definitions for central concepts, such as “relational” and “processual”. A 

processual noun is presumably a (non-deverbal) noun in which the concept 

                                                        
16 Her examples include dog walker, truck driver, hand mixer, lion tamer, truck 
driving, food shopping, hand holding, meal preparation, home invasion, cost 
containment. 
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of process is inherent, thus implying the existence of participants playing 

roles such as agent and patient. Viewed thus, the example she provides 

(cookbook author) differs from the clearly subordinative truck driver only in 

the sense that author is not deverbal17. 

The concept of relational noun, on the other hand, is less immediately 

intuitive and the examples cited (leg of a table and, by extension, price of 

gas, role of justice, etc.) serve only to tempt us back into the nebulous 

realm of “of relations”. That being said, it is safe to assume that a relational 

noun, for Lieber, is what Matthews (1997, 316) defines as “a noun whose 

meaning involves a relationship between one entity and another: e.g. 

husband ‘man in a relation of marriage to a wife’.”18 Laczkó (2009, 402) 
points out that the most salient types of such relational nouns are kinship 

terms, body parts and part-whole relationships. Significantly, these are 

exactly the types that are to be found (exclusively) in the right-headed 

compounds of Nizaa, as seen in Table 8. 

It is no coincidence that the relationships inherent in relational nouns 

are precisely those that cross-linguistically occur most frequently in 

possessive constructions, along with possession sensu stricto (which of 

course also figures prominently in right-headed compounds in Nizaa): 

It seems fairly evident that ownership, kinship, and whole/part relation-
ships are prototypical for possessive constructions, with ownership arguably 
being more central than the others (Langacker 2009, 82, citing Taylor 
1996). 

From this it seems not unreasonable to surmise that the essence of right-

headed compounds in Nizaa, and subordinate compounds in general, is 

possession (in the broadest possible sense). Left-headed compounds in 

Nizaa, on the other hand, exhibit semantic relations that are more typically 

attributive, viz. location, purpose, resemblance, etc. Thus, the division into 

right-headed and left-headed compounds in Nizaa reflects the distinction 

between subordinate and attributive compounds generally. 

A cognitively framed explanation for the two types of compound may 

be advanced by recourse to the notion of “reference points”, as developed 
in Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 2009, 82; cf. Figure 5): 

                                                        
17 Ultimately, of course, author is deverbal, being derived (via Old French autor) 
from the Latin verb augeō ‘to increase, originate’. 
18 As opposed to “one whose meaning is a location or direction potentially in 
relation to some other noun” (Hopper and Traugott 2003, 110) or “a noun which 
may be used only with an expressed possessor” (Welmers 1973, 212). This 
example demonstrates the importance of precise definitions. 
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The reference point ability is our capacity to invoke one conceived entity 

as a means of establishing mental contact with another, i.e. mentally 
accessing one entity via another. The conceptualizer (C) first directs 
attention to the entity serving as reference point (R). Attending to R evokes 
a set of associated entities, collectively called its dominion (D), one of 
which is the target (T). A reference point relationship is thus a matter of 
sequenced mental access, where directing attention to R makes it possible 
to then direct attention to T”  

C

R T

D C = conceptualizer

R = reference point

T = target

D = dominion

= mental path

 

Figure 5. Reference point ability 

It is the reference point mechanism that seems to be at work in Nizaa in 

right-headed compounds, with the left-hand, non-head (POSSESSOR) 

constituent providing conceptual access to the right-hand, head 

(POSSESSUM) constituent: 

(8) cam ɓʉʉ  <  cam᷆  +  ɓʉʉ  

 ‘fingertip’  ‘finger’  ‘head’ 

 ɗɑ́ɑ́ŋ njew  < ɗɑ́ɑ́ŋ  +  njew  

 ‘bit’  ‘horse’  ‘iron’ 

In the case of left-headed compounds, it seems that another primary 

cognitive function is at work, namely the general ability to categorize (and 

sub-categorize). Mental access to the target concept is provided by first 

invoking a broader concept, for example the set of all people, and then 

narrowing it down to a smaller subset, usually through reference to some 

salient attribute, or differentia, such as size, colour, function, or the like, as 

in the following examples: 

(9) nìì cún  <   nìì  +  cún  

 ‘carpenter’  ‘person’  ‘tree’ 

cam ŋunnam  <  cam  +  ŋunnam  

 ‘little finger’  ‘finger’  ‘child.DIM’ 
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6. Conclusion 

If the preceding analysis is correct, it not only provides tangible support for 

Bisetto and Scalise’s (2005) two-way subdivision of determinative (i.e. 

non-coordinative) compounds into subordinate and attributive, but also the 

basis for a more robust delineation of the two, expressed in terms of two 

different sets of semantic relations which ultimately reflect different paths 
of mental access to the target concept. Since they are based on two domain 

general cognitive abilities, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that both types 

of compound are to be found in most languages, even though they do not 

always surface as clearly as they do in Nizaa. 

In passing we can also observe that the distinction between subordinate 

and attributive compounds is most likely what underlies Warren’s (1978) 

observation (see section 4.3) that the two main functions of the “comment” 

in compounds are those of identification (which could equate to the use of 

reference points in subordinate compounds) and classification (which 

could equate to the use of attributive differentiae to define a subclass). 

Returning to the issue that provoked this discussion in the first place (the 

conflicting classifications of the compound windmill), we are now in a 
position to resolve the matter by posing the question: is it more likely that 

WINDMILL is conceptualized primarily as a MILL of a particular kind, or as 

an entity closely associated with the (more salient) concept of WIND? The 

former would point towards an attributive interpretation and support the 

classification proposed by Lieber (2010); the latter would indicate a 

subordinative interpretation and support that of Bisetto and Scalise (2005). 

The present writer is in no doubt, but since such judgement calls inevitably 

involve an element of subjectivity, and since, as Lieber (2009:362) points 

out, there is reason to believe that the two types of compound sometimes 

shade into each other, the decision is left to the reader. 

Finally, the evidence from Nizaa permits a more precise formulation of 
the Canonical Head Position hypothesis presented in section 2. Clearly it 

is not the case that there is a canonical position for the head in each 

compound type in a given language, if compound type is defined solely in 

terms of output category, since some nominal compounds in Nizaa 

are left-headed whereas others are right-headed. Thus the definition of 

compound type in the CHP hypothesis must, at the very least, be framed in 

terms of both output category and semantic relation, the latter expressed 

rather generally as either subordinate or attributive. Whether the 

“structure” of the compound (i.e. its input categories) need also to be taken 

into consideration is a topic for further research. 
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